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Introduction 
This paper extends our earlier study of the algebraic K-theory of commutative 
rings to certain non-commutative rings. Our method is to use etale descent o 
represent linear automorphisms of free modules over an Azumaya algebra by group 
schemes over its center. This passage from the context of non-commutative rings to 
algebraic geometry enables us to apply our etale-theoretic methods. In particular, 
we obtain a natural surjective map from algebraic to etale K-theory (with 
coefficients) of an Azumaya algebra over a ring of S-integers in a global field, and 
we prove that the etale K-theory of such an Azumaya algebra is isomorphic to that 
of its center. 
In brief, the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents constructions of 
etale K-theory for Azumaya algebras which closely parallel those of [2) for 
commutative rings. In particular, there is an Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral 
sequence converging to the etale K-theory of an Azumaya algebra whose &-term 
is isomorphic to the corresponding &term of its center. In Section 2, we establish 
various structures on etale K-theory of Azumaya algebras - module structure, 
transfer, secondary transfer - which arise exactly as in the commutative case. We 
construct a homotopy theoretic analogue of the reduced norm map in Section 3, as 
well as prove certain surjectivity theorems relating algebraic to etale K-theory. 
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1. Etale K-theory 
We begin by establishing some conventions to remain in force throughout the 
paper. We let I denote a prime, P an arbitrary (unless explicitly restricted) power 
of 1, and R denote Z[l NJ. We let A denote a commutative, noetherian R-algebra; 
a finite, et&e extension (e.g., a galois extension) A-+A1 is an extension of 
commutative rings. We consider Azumaya algebras B over A: not necessarily 
commutative A-algebras which are finitely generated and projective as A-modules 
and for which the canonical map BOB Op +EndA(B) is an isomorphism (cf. [5; 
IV.2.1)). For notational simplicity, we frequently use A to denote the scheme 
Spec ,t, We let s.schemes/A denote the category of locally noetherian simplicial 
schemes over Spec A. 
The functor on commutative A-algebras 
A’ ++ GL,(A’O, B) 
is represented by the 
induces the pa roduct 
PUP scheme GL,, B defined over A. Block sum of matrices 
which determines a ‘permutative category of schemes over A’, ~9’1*,~ (with ‘object 
scheme’ Spec A and ‘morphism scheme’ unzO GL,, *). As in [2; 3 S], we derive 
from :+!*, Ba functor on the category x of finite pointed Sets 
B:&, B: Y-+s.schemes/A. 
1.1. Definitiolol. Define the algebraic K-theory spectrum of B by 
where Horn&--, -) denotes the relative geometric function complex of 
Sp(-) denotes the functor of [6] sending an 5set to a spectrum. Let 
[2; 2.41 and 
P(B), K(B), Ki(B), Ki(B, Z/l”) 
denote respectively the spectrum K(B) AM(V) where M(v) is the mod-P’ Moore 
spectrum, th,e 0th space of the spectrum K(B), the ith homotopy group of the spec- 
trum K(B), and the ith homotopy group of the spectrum ii(B). q 
1.2. Proposition. As defined in 1.1, Ki(B) for i > 0 is isomorphic to the ith Quillen 
K-group of B. Moreover, n*(K(B)) is the Grothendieck group of finitely generated 
B-modules M for which there exists an integer n such that M is locally in the etale 
t~~~~~gy of Spec A iA*omorphic to a free, rank n B-module. 
kc&. Becau!;e x pr, : i-hk,(A, B:&, B)A(n)4( om,(A, R’@&&,(l))xn is an equi- 
valence for each nr0, K(B) is a group completion for the monoid 
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Horn@, Br4”1*, B)A(l) = u Homg(A, BGL,,, &. 
n20 
By [2; App.], the latter is equivalent o u BIso(Q), where Q ranges over the iso- 
morphism classes of GL,, B torsors for various n ~3 and Iso denotes the group 
of automorphisms of Q. Using descent, we verify that a GLn, B torsor is naturally 
equivalent o a finitely generated B-module locally for the etale topology of Spec A 
isomorphic to B@” and that Iso is naturally isomorphic to the group of 
automorphisms of the rank n projective B-module so associated to Q. Conse- 
quently, the proposition follows from the well known characterization of the 
Quillen K-theory space as a group completion for the monoid u BAut(P), where 
P ranges over isomorphism classes of finitely generated, projective B-modules. 0 
The following definition is so constructed to suggest anatural map from algebraic 
to etale K-theory. 
1.3. Definition. Define the etale K-theory spectrum of B by 
Ret(B) = Sp(Hom,(A, B’?V*, B)A) 
where Horn/( -, -)A denotes the relative I-adic function complex of [2; 2.41. Let 
Be’(B), iYe’( K;‘(B), K;‘(B, Z/l”) 
denote respectively the spectrum get(B)/\M(v), the 0th space of the spectrum 
get(B), the ith homotopy group of g”(B), and the ith homotopy group of 
get(B). q 
In the special case B =A, the natural equivalences Hom,(A, BGL, .& -+ 
Hom,(A, BGL,,& induce an equivalence Ret(A)+Rz, where gi is the etale K- 
theory spectrum of [2; 4.31. 
The natural transformation Hom,(-, -),+Homl(-, -)A of [2; 2.51 determines 
# : K(B)-,iie’(B). 
The close relationship between get(B) and get(A) can be explained by the follow- 
ing proposition. 
1.4. Proposition. If A is a geometrically pointed, integrally closed domtrin, then the 
actions of R~ (A,,) on the homotopy fibres of 
(BGL, , B); +A, U=L, * A)‘- +A 
are naturally homotopy equivalent, where B is of rank rz over A. 
roof. Let Spec AS -6pec A be some Zariski open containing the ch 
point such that there exists a galois extension A, -+ A’ such that 
isomorphic to MJA’). The Azumaya algebra BY = A, &, B is classified by an ele- 
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ment of Hr (G, PGLJA’)) where C = Gal(A’/Af), so that the action of G on 
(BGL, B&+A’ is given by a representation of G in PGL,(A’) o( Aut(A’). 
The ‘action of PGLJA’) on BGLRIB,- BGL,, A’ is that determined by the con- 
jugation action 
GL, A’ XA’ BGL,,, A’ -+BGL,, A’. 
The connectivity of GL, A’ implies that the induced action of PGL,(A’) on 
(BGL, &+A’ is homoltopically trivial. Consequently, the action of G on 
(BGL, b&‘-A’ is equivalent o homotopy to the action given by composing the 
iven reprewntation G -+PGL,(A’) K Aut(A’) with the projection to Aut(A’). This 
latter is the action of G on (BGL,, Ad&t+A’ associated to (BGL,,A)i -+A. The pro- 
position now follows from the surjectivity of K~((A~)~~)+x,(A~~) for A a (geo- 
metrically pcinted) normal domain. El 
The followi.ng proposition is an extension of [2; 4.51 to Azumaya algebras. This 
‘finite approxknation in conjunction with Proposition 1.4 is useful in establishing 
the spectral sequences in 1 ..S below. 
We employ ahe notation q(A)ld if the etale I-cohomological dimension of A is 
less than or equal to d (cf. [S; VLl]). 
11.5. Proposition. If q(A)sd, then the natural homotopy class of maps for any 
PJZO 
z *x Hom](A, BGL, &A -*Ret(B) 
is a (2N - d)-equivalence. moreover, for any n 2 1 there is a natural map 
g”(B), +Hom& 4, B@*, &Sn) 
whose adjoint (determined up to homotopy) induces an equivalence between the 
identity component of K=‘(B) and that of S2”(Homl(A, 89&(P)). 
FroofY The natural map (BGL, & +(BGL N+ 1,B);I over A,, restricts tc products of 
maps ~BWvr~ d- -+ @GL,, + I,,-, dl‘ over geometric points Spec k-6~ ec A and is 
thereby a (2N)-fibre homotopy equivalence. As argued in 12; 4.51, this implies that 
R”(B) is equivalent o Z x lim, Hom,(A, BGL,, &A so that the composition 
I!7 x Horn&A, BGL, &A +Z x IiF Hom/(A, BGL,, B)A de’(B) 
m 
is a (2N - cd)-equivalence. The construction of the natural map 
Hom/(A, Ba*,&f,S”) and/ the proof of the asserted equivalence of the adjoint 
map is the same as that given in [2; 4.51. 0 
of etale K-theory is primarily a consequence of the existence 
wing spectral sequences. Proposition 1.4 implies the useful c 
s of these spectral sequences for the Azumaya algebra 
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Q-terms for the corresponding spectral sequences fqr A. 
We employ the notation of [2] for ‘Tate twists’: Z/l”(i) for i ~0 denotes the 
locally constant sheaf ~1’ of I”-th roots of unity tensored with itself i times; 
Z/lv(j/2)=0 for j<O or j odd; Z,(i)={Z/lk(i); k>O). 
1.6. Proposition. If A is an integrally closed domain and if cd,(A) < 00, then there 
are naturally constructed, strongly convergent, fourth-quadrant spectral sequences 
EP’ -‘= HP 2 cant Met, Z,(q/2)) =+ ??;t,(o), (1.6.1) 
(1.6.2) 
Proof. The construction of (1.6.1) and (1.6.2) is given by the argument of [2, 5.1, 
5.21 using Proposition 1 S. The identification of Ez-terms is also given by this same 
reference in view of Proposition 1.4. Cl 
Proposition 1.6 implies that the etale K-theory of B and A have isomorphic 
associated graded groups whenever their Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral sequences 
collapse. For example, we conclude the following. 
1.7. Corollary. If A is an integrally closed domain and if cd,(A) I 2, then for any 
i>O 
(a) 
(W 
(c) 
w 
~~~_I(B)=H~ont(A,t,Z,(i))=~~~_I(A), 
K;~_,(B,Z/Iv)=H’(A,t,Z/IY(i))=Kzq’_,(A,k/lv). 
K$/(B), @(A) are extensions of HFont(Aet, Z’,(i)) by H&(Aet, Z,(i + 1 ))y 
J$B, ZI”), Ki:(A, El”) are extensions of H’(A,,, Z/C”(i)) by 
H2(Aet, Z/i”(i + 1)). 
2. Module structures and transfers 
We investigate the module structure of the K-theory (algebraic or etale) of the 
Azumaya algebra B over the K-theory ring of A. We then introduce transfer maps 
respecting this module structure. We also verify that the constructions of transfer 
and secondary transfer of [2; 6,7] have a natural extension to Azumaya algebras. 
roposition. There is a natural pairing of spectra 
A e’(B) with the structure of a moduie spectrum over the ring spec- 
‘(A). This pairing fits in a homotopy square 
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(2.1.1) 
Kc'(A) A tie’(B) - get(B) 
whose upper horizontal arrow determines the usual &(A)-module structure on 
K*(B). 
Proof, Tensor product determines pairings 
Gbn, A xA GL,, B-+GLrnn, B 
and thus a kmctor 
B Lg*, A, B : .F X 9 4 s.schemes/A 
tc,gether with natural transformations 
(2.1.2) 
such that B(q $, A,B(I& n)+B(g*, A(m) XA B{@‘&, B(n) is an equivalence for all 
m,nzO, where/1 : 3x .F+ .F is the smash product of pointed sets (cf. [2; 3.61). Ap- 
plying Horn&A, -)A -+Hom,(Ay -)A, we obtain a commutative diagram 
Horn&A, BG*, B 0 A), 
- 
+- Hom,(A, Bgb, A, B)A - Horn@, BfSZ*, A XA B’g*, B)A 
Horn&I, Bd, B 0 /1)/j - Hom,(A, Bfa*, A, B)A - Hom,(A, Bge, A XA B’S*, BjA 
(2.1.3) 
Applying the argument of [3; App.] to (2. i .2) yields (2.1.1) as well as the fact that 
the horizontal a.rrows of (2.1.1) are module structures. The proof that the upper row 
of (2. i e3j inducing the upper horizontal map of (2.1.1) determines the usual &(A)- 
module structure on K,(B) follows as in [3; p. 302]. El 
We next observe that the module structures on etale K-groups determined by the 
pairing of Proposition 2.1 are compatible with cup product. in cohomology. The 
proof is exactly as the proof of the corresponding assertion in the commutative case 
]2; 5.43. 
e If A is an integrally closed domain and if cd,(A) < 00, then (1.6.1) 
it the _ folio wing pairings: 
IT’: Aq(Aj@EF: -q’(B).+Ef +P: -q-q’(B), (2.24 : 
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(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
These pairings on E2-terms are given by cup product in cohomology, on 
E r+ r-terms are induced by the pairings on E,-terms, and on E--terms are com- 
patible with the module structures in etale K-theory determined by the pairing 
get(A)/\ ket(B)-+get(B) of Proposition 2.1. Cl 
A map f : B + B’ of Azumaya algebras over A induces f : B/g,, B-+ B:c/l*, B’ exten- 
ding to a map of multiplicative structures of type (2.1.2). Thus, f induces a com- 
mutative square 
K(B) f - K(B’) 
@ I I fP 
get(B) 
f” -+ Ret(B) 
of module spectra. 
In the following proposition, we exhibit transfer (contravariant) maps for the 
structure map upon assuming thai B’ is free as an A’-module (in order to avoid 
technicalities of Zariski descent). 
2.3. Proposition. Let f : A --+B be the structure map of B over A, 
there exists some galois extension A-+A’ such that B’= A’@& B 
module. Then there exists a natural homotopy class of spectra 
~ef : P(B)--&~(A) 
and assume that 
is free as an A’- 
such that 
(i) Net is a map of &“(A)-module spectra 
(ii) The following squares of K-groups commute, where f! denotes the usual 
transfer map in algebraic K-theory 
K*(B) 
$1 
-K,(A) K&B, Z/l”) 
f! 
- K*(.4, LW”‘) 
projective A -module. 
is defined up to homotopy by 
where [B] E K,(A) denotes the class of B as a 
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Proof. We exhibit the following chain of spectra, where G = Gal(A’/A): 
---+ hohm Sp Hom,(A’, B(g*, & 
0 2 
+7 
c------- $ofrn Sp Hom,(A’, Beg*, B&l 
CD 0 4 
c--- t)olim Sp Hom/(A’, EZ@ Bg*, &A# 
G 
---+ $oim Sp Hom,(A’, B(z*, JAI 
1; 3 5 
--+ holim Sp Hom,(A’, BC%?*,A)A 
0 6 
- 
7 
Be’(A). 
The equivalences @ and @ are given in [2; 7.11, the equivalences @ and @ are 
verified using the obstruction theory spectral sequence of [2; 2. lo], and the equi- 
valence @ is ‘induced by the projection. The group X is the permutation group on 
b = de&B/A) letters, and the map @ is determined by the Zequivariant ‘sum’ maps 
EX’@ BGL,, B’ --) BGL,, A’ (2.3.1) 
(cf. j2; 6.21). Because ach of the maps @ through @ is induced by a map of 5 
objects which extends to a map of multiplicative structures of type (2.1.2), the map 
N” : Ret(B)-+&et(A) determined by maps @ through @ is a map of Ret(A)-module 
spectra. 
So defined, Ne’ is determined by descent by (2.3.1) which also determines 
transfer in algebraic K-theory (cf. [2; 6.4]), so that the squares of (ii) commute. 
Because [l] E K,(A) determines the unit of K(A) and because IVet of” is a map of 
ne’(A)-module spectra, (iii) is implied by the observation that 
wet ofe’ )*(@*f 11) = @*<(A “f)%[lI) = @*ww 5 
2.4. Corollary. With the hypotheses of 2.3, if the class [B] in &(A) has invertible 
image in K,,(A,ZW’) with 1”+2, then $J*: K~(B,ZNv)+K~e’(B,H/lv) is a retract of 
+z : #*(A, Z/(“)-+K,e’(A, Z/l”). Cl 
The construction of transfer given in [2; $61 for a finite, etale map fA : A+A’ 
easily extends to fP @ 1 : B --+A’@& B. The advantage of this construction, as we see 
in the next proposition, is that it applies equally to both algebraic and etale K- 
theory. 
Let fA : A -+A’ be a finite, etale map and let f : A’-+ B’ be the 
of the Azumaya algebra B’= A’@&, B. Then f determines a com- 
in the homotopy category of moduIe spectra 
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f! 
K(B’) - (B) 
(2.5.1) 
such that f! induces the usual transfer map in algebraic K-theory. 
Proof. We recall that fA : A -+A' is specified by a ‘geometric classifying map’ 
Spec A ---->I?& EC where d = deg(A’/A), C is the permutation group on d letters, 
A-A” is a galois extension such that A”& A’=A”Xd, and Q is the subgroup of C 
specified by the action of Gal(A”/A’) on AVA’) on A”xd (cf. [2; 6.11). Such a 
classifying map determines the left horizontal equivalences of the following diagram 
Hom)(A’, B(?%+, &, - Hom!(A, B~#,Xd,@EZ)AOcEz.- 9 Horn&$ B/g,, & e 
(2.52) 
which determines the asserted homotopy commutative square (2.5.1). As usual, 
(2.5.2) extends to a diagram of multiplicative structures of type (2.1.2) so that the 
maps of (2.51) are maps of module spectra. The independence up to homotopy of 
the maps f! and ff’ of (2.5.1) upon modifying the choice of classifying map 
Spec A--+?&, EC follows as in [2; 6.41. As given by the top row of (2.5.2), f! is 
determined by descent and C-equivariant ‘sum’ maps EC@ BGLz,$ -+BGL,, B as 
in the proof of 2.3; thus, f! induces the usual transfer map in algebraic K- 
theory. 0 
We conclude this discussion of transfer by verifying that the construct ion of the 
secondary transfer in [2; 7.41 extends to the context of 2.5. 
2.6. Proposition. Let fA : A --(A’ be galois with group r== Z/k and let 
f=f*@l : B-+A’@, B=B’. Th ere exists a map of fibration sequences of spectra, 
naturally defined up to homotopy 
fib(J) 2 (B’) & (B) 
(2.6.1) 
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A choice qf generator y E r determines a homotopy commutative square 
(2.6.2) 
such that j 0 r is homotopic to 1 - y : K(B’)*K(.B’) and jet 0 tet is homotopic to 
1 - ya : Ra(B’)-4P(B~). 
Proof. (2.6.1) is determined b:y (25.2). The choice of y E r determines 
p: EZ@B’~,?k, +E%@ B(@i;kg 
r I- 
which is re!ated to the identity by a natural homotopy [2; 7.31. The construction of 
r and r”, the homotopy commutativity of (2.6.2), and the existence of homotopies 
relating j 0 r to 1 - y and jet 0 ret to 1 - yet are proved exactly as in [2; 7.41. 0 
3. Reduced norms and surjectivity 
A reduced norm map Kj(D)+Kj(F) for i= 1,2 and D a division algebra with 
center F is distinguished by the property that its restriction to Kj(F’) for any maxi- 
mal commutative F’CD is the transfer f! : Kj(F’)+Kj(F) (cf. [4; $41). For certain 
Azumaya algebras B over A, Theorem 3.1 establishes an iso:morphism KS(B, Z/l “) 3 
Kg(A, Z’!‘) restricting to f! : Kgt(A’, B/lv)-+K~t(A, H/P’) 011 maximal commutative 
subalgebras KC B. As a consequence of our general surjectivity result Theorem 3.3, 
Theorem 3.4 extends the surjectivity results of [2; 581 to Azumaya algebras over 
rings of S-integers in global fields. 
For any integer n, we denote by v/(n) the I-adic valuation of n, 
or(n) = max{ k : lk divides n}. 
3.1. Theorem. Let A be an integrally closed domain with cd,(A)< 00, and let 
fA : A -+ AI be a galois extension with cyclic galois group f’ such that B1 = 
* A, B is isomorphic to &(A, ). 
Assume that A + A j extends to a tower 
ith each A-+Am galois with Gal(A,/A)-k/n, and lim,,, v/(n,) = 00. 
ere exists an equivalence 
ose left verticai c 
e~~iv~ria~t sum 
Thus we may course 
et(A) for any m~imal commutative subalgebra A’~23. Q 
roof 
transfer’ for infinite cyclic tuwers* 
ing 's~rject~vity of secondary 
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3.2. Proposition. Assume the hypotheses and notation of 3.1 with the exception that 
B, = Al QA B need not be isomorphic to some M,(AI). Then ret of (2.6) induces a
surjective homomorphism 
v ~2: K,*_,(B,,HN) ‘+coker{ f;“: K~‘(B1,Z/lv)+K~‘(B,S/lv)} . 
for any iz 1, where f=fA@l : B-*8,. Cl 
Using both transfer and secondary transfer as in [2; $81, we obtain the following 
criterion for the surjectivity of Q)* : K*(B, HNv)-+K~t(B, Z/f”). In view of the com- 
putability of Kz(B, UP’), we view such a surjectivity theorem as an existence state- 
ment for algebraic K-theory. 
3.3. Theorem, Assume the hypotheses and notation of 3.1. If 
ea+: K;_ ,(A,,iZNv~r,Kiel,(Al,H/IY)r 
are surjective for some i >O, then the map 
@+ : K, :B, B/lV)+K;t(B, E/P’) (3.3.1) 
is also surjective. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.4, @+ : K,(A,, Z/Iv)+K~t(AI, Z/I”) is Fequivariantly 
isomorphic to @* : K*(B,, Z/I”)-+K~t(BI, UP’). In particular, & : Ki(BI, h/l”)-+ 
K,?(B,, UP) is surjective by hypothesis, so that Proposition 2.5 implies that 
(3.3.1) has image containing the image of fe’. Using Propositions 2.6 and 3.2 plus 
our hypothesis implying the surjectivity of @* : Ki_ 1 (B, , h/l”)‘+K~! I (B,, Z/P’)r, 
**e conclude that (3.3.1) has image mapping surjectively onto the cokernel of fft. 
Thus, (3,3. I) is surjective. Cl 
If A is either a global field or the ring of S-integers in a global field, then an 
Azumaya algebra B over A is split into a matrix algebra by adjoining roots of unity 
17; p. 170]. 
3, heorem. Let F be a global field of characteristic different from I such that F 
contains a fourth root of unity when I= 2, and let A denote either F or a ring of 
S-integers in F containing 1 /I (for some finite set of places S). Then for any 
Azumaya algebra B over A, 
is surjective! &for i > 1, where 
~/i”),Ns(A,,,ZN’(j)) for i=2j- 1 
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0+H2(A,,,H/lv(j+ l))-+K,~t(B,E/P’)--+Ho(A&?/iv(j))-+O for i=2j. 
Moreover, there exists a homotopy equivalence 
q : iie’(B, h/lv)-+llie’(A, Z/f “) 
whose restriction to get(A’) for any maximal commutative slrbalgebra AT B is 
homoto,oic togp’ : Ret(A’)+Ket(A) where g : A +A’ is the structure map. 
Proof. The hypotheses of 3.1 are satisfied by the cyclotomic extension A-Al split- 
ting B. In particular, Theorem 3.1 implies the last assertion concerning the existence 
of q restricting to ct;e’. By [2; 8.41, @* : ~~(A~,Z/~“)--+~~‘(A~,iZ/I”) is split surjec- 
tive for i 2 1 with splitting Fequivariant. Thus, Theorem 3.3 applies to prove the 
surjectivity of @* : &(B, Z/P’)+K~~‘(B, Z/I”) for i 2 2. Finally, the description of 
K~‘(&Z/~“) is given by Corollary 1.7 in view of the fact that cdl(A) =2. El 
In particular, Theorem 3.4 applies to group rings A[G] where G is a finite group 
and A is as in 3.4 with the added hypothesis that the order of G is invertible in A. 
Namely, we view such a group ring as a product of Azumaya algebras over the 
various factors of the center of G (indexed by the conjugacy classes of G) and apply 
Theorem 3.4 to each factor (cf. [l; 26.12, 26.20, 27.11). 
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